What’s Next

- Review action items
  - CSLCA item, ADSB briefing, CDM briefing,
- Defining additional taskers for COMSTAC
  - Specify automation and streamlining asks,
  - ICAO/Int’l issues,
  - Complete enough discussion/definition
  - Previous list of medium and long term taskers
  - Others?
  - Timeline: work w/ chairs, news taskers out by Thanksgiving?
- Next meeting: January phone call? Or February on sidelines of conference?
- Conference preview: 12 & 13 Feb
Medium and Long Term Taskers

Medium-term needs (delivery between now and 2020)
- Changes to Maximum Probable Loss (MPL)?
- Conceptual Vehicles OK for Site License Application?
- Define the Encourage, Facilitate and Promote mandate
- Space traffic management (STM) – How can AST support Department of Commerce as it rolls out STM? How does COMSTAC see STM implementation occurring on an operational level?
- Industry Participation in International Outreach?

Long-term needs (delivery between now and 2021)
- Changes to Part 420 and Operation of a Launch Site?
- AST R&D Topics?
- Regulating Point-to-Point Commercial Space Travel?